The one of the main contributions of Belgrade Electrochemical School to the field of metal electrodeposition is investigation of a mechanism of formation and growth of the disperse deposits. Spongy-like, cauliflower-like, needle-like, carrot-like, dendrites of various shapes, etc In these publications all aspects of morphology of electrodeposited metal are discussed, from dendritic growth initiation and dendritic growth [2, 3, 11] to the bright deposits formation [2, 3, 8] and the effect of hydrogen co-deposition on morphology of electrodeposits [3, 9, 14] . One of the most important conclusion derived by BES is the mechanism of disperse deposits formation, based on different behaviour of the macroelectrodes and microelectrodes under the same conditions of electrodeposition. The aim of this article is to discuss this phenomenon in the way given in [11] for the growth of dendrites.
PREFACE
In the Chapter 1 of Modern Electrochemistry [1] in consideration of a state of excitement, Despic and Popov are situated with twelve most important electrochemists by the sentence "...... Despic and Popov wrote an article that described electroforming of almost anything from ions in solution: powder or dendrites, whiskers or pyramids ...". Besides, in the foreword of Fundamental Aspects of Electrometallurgy [2] , Bockris wrote "The contents of the present volume illustrate how certain fields of science become settled in certain countries. Industrial organic chemistry grew up in Germany, and developed predominantly there until World War II. In electrometallurgy, the intellectual development has been largely in Serbia .... ". Obviously, the contribution of Belgrade Electrochemical School (BES) to the field of metal electrodeposition is important, especially to the morphology of electrodeposits. Among numerous publications produced by BES there are two books [2, 3] , twelve chapters in edition Modern Aspects of Electrochemistry [3 -15] , and one chapter in the book Electroanalytical Chemistry Research Trends [16] . In these publications all aspects of morphology of electrodeposited metal are discussed, from dendritic growth initiation and dendritic growth [2, 3, 11] to the bright deposits formation [2, 3, 8] and the effect of hydrogen co-deposition on morphology of electrodeposits [3, 9, 14] . One of the most important conclusion derived by BES is the mechanism of disperse deposits formation, based on different behaviour of the macroelectrodes and microelectrodes under the same conditions of electrodeposition. The aim of this article is to discuss this phenomenon in the way given in [11] for the growth of dendrites.
THE STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Macroelectrodes and microelectrodes
The most frequently used form of the cathodic polarization curve equation for flat or large spherical electrode of massive metal is given by 
where j, j 0 and j L are the current density, exchange current density and limiting diffusion current density, respectively, and 
where n is the number of transferred electrons, F is the Faraday constant, D and C 0 are the diffusion coefficient and bulk concentration of the depositing ion, respectively, r is the radius of the spherical microelectrode and  is the diffusion layer thickness of the macroelectrode. It follows from Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) that:
An electrode around which the hydrodynamic diffusion layer can be established, being considerably lower than dimensions of it, could be considered as a macroelectrode. An electrode, mainly spherical, whose diffusion layer is equal to the radius of it, satisfying δ >> r (2.7) can be considered as a microelectrode [18] . According to Eq. (2.1) for (2.8) the cathodic process on the macroelectrode enters full diffusion control, i.e.,
Simultaneously, the cathodic current density on the spherical microelectrode, j sp , is given by: (2.13) This means that the process on the microelectrode in the bulk solution can be under complete activation control at the same overpotential at which the same process on the macroelectrode is simultaneously under full diffusion control*.
The different behavior of macroelectrodes and microelectrodes under the same conditions of electrodeposition causes the disperse deposits formation.
Active microelectrodes placed inside the diffusion layer of the active macroelectrode
Naturally, the microelectrodes can be placed on the macroelectrodes inside their diffusion layers. Let us consider the model of surface irregularities shown in Fig. 1 . The electrode surface irregularities are buried deep in the diffusion layer, which is characterized by a steady linear diffusion to the flat portion of the surface [7, 10, 19] . * The reversible potential of a surface with radius of curvature rcur would depart from that of a planar surface by the quantityEr = 2V / (nFrcur), where  is the interfacial energy between metal and solution, and V molar volume of metal [18] . It is valid at extremely low rcur, being of the order of few millivolts, and it can be neglected except in some special cases, like the stability of the shape of the tips of dendrites [18] .
At the side of an irregularity, the limiting diffusion current density, j L,S , is given as:
Obviously, this is valid if the protrusion height does not affect the outer limit of the diffusion layer, and that a possible lateral diffusion flux supplying the reacting ions can be neglected. At the tip of an irregularity, the lateral flux cannot be neglected and the situation can be approximated by assuming a spherical diffusion current density, j L,tip , given by [7] :
where C* is the concentration of the diffusing species at a distance r from the tip, assuming that around the tip a spherical diffusion layer having a thickness equal to the radius of the protrusion tip is formed [18] . Obviously, if R >  the spherical diffusion layer around the tips of protrusion cannot be formed and Eq. (2.16) is valid:
(2.16)
If deposition to the macroelectrode is under full diffusion control, the distribution of the concentration C inside the linear diffusion layer is given by [17] :
where 0 ≤ h ≤  Hence,
because of Eqs. (2.5), (2.15) and (2.18). The tip radius of the paraboloidal protrusion is given by [17, 18, 20] 
Substituting of j L,tip from Eq. 
if j 0 around the tip is j 0,tip and if the surface energy term [17, 18] can be neglected. The current density on the tip of a protrusion, j tip , is determined by k, hence by the shape of the protrusion.
The electrochemical process on the tip of a sharp needle-like protrusion can be under pure activation control outside the diffusion layer of the macroelectrode. Inside it, the process on the tip of a protrusion is under mixed control, regardless it is under complete diffusion control on the flat part of the electrode for k→ 0. If k = 1, hence for hemispherical protrusion, j tip will be somewhat larger than j, but the kind of control will not be changed. It is important to note that the current density to the tip of hemispherical protrusion does not depend on the size of it if k = 1. This makes a substantial difference between spherical microelectrodes in bulk solution [11] and microelectrodes inside diffusion layer of the macroelectrode [17] . In the first case the limiting diffusion current density depends strongly on the radius of the microelectrode.
The essence of dendritic deposits formation
The characteristics of dendritic growth are:
a. there is a certain well-defined critical overpotential value below which dendrites do not grow, b. dendrites exhibit a highly ordered structure and grow and branch in well-defined directions. According to Wranglen [21] , a dendrite is a skeleton of a monocrystal and consists of a stalk and branches, thereby resembling a tree.
It is known that dendritic growth occurs selectively at three types of growth sites [4] : I. dendritic growth occurs at screw dislocations.
Sword-like dendrites with pyramidal tips are formed by this process [4, 17] . II. many investigations of the crystallographic properties of dendrites have reported the existence of twin structures [22] [23] [24] . In the twinning process, a so-called indestructible reentrant groove is formed. Repeated onedimensional nucleation in the groove is sufficient to provide for growth extending in the direction defined by the bisector of the angle between the twin plants [4] . III. it is a particular feature of a hexagonal closepacked lattice that growth along a high-index axis does not lead to the formation of low index planes. Grooves containing planes are perpetuated, and so is the chance for extended growth by the one-dimensional nucleation mechanism [25] . In all the above cases, the adatoms are incorporated into the lattice by repeated onedimensional nucleation. On the other hand, deposition to the tip of screw dislocations can be theoretically considered as deposition to a point; in the other two cases, the deposition is to a line.
From the electrochemical point of view, a dendrite can be defined as an electrode surface protrusion that grows under activation or mixed control, while deposition to the flat part of the electrode surface is under complete diffusion control [2, 17, 20] .
Considering the model of surface irregularities shown in Fig. 1 , the surface irregularities are buried deep in the diffusion layer, which is characterized by a steady linear diffusion to the flat portion of completely active surface.
If the protrusion does not affect the outer limit of the diffusion layer, i.e., if h   , the limiting diffusion current density to the tip of the protrusion from Fig. 1 , j L,tip , is given by 
where j 0,tip is the exchange current density at the tip of a protrusion. Obviously, deposition to the tip of such protrusion inside the diffusion layer is activationcontrolled relative to the surrounding electrolyte, but it is under mixed activation-diffusion control relative to the bulk solution.
If deposition to the flat part of electrode is a diffusion controlled process and assuming a linear concentration distribution inside diffusion layer, the concentration C tip at the tip of a protrusion can be given by modified Eq. (2.17) [17] . Taking into account Eq. (2.28), the current density to the tip of a protrusion is then given by:
being under mixed control due to the (h/)  term, which takes into account the concentration dependence of j 0,tip , expressing in this way a mixed controlled electrodeposition process.
Outside the diffusion layer h  , and Eq. (2.32) becomes:
indicating pure activation control, as the (h/)  term is absent. For the dendrite growth, the current density to the tip of a protrusion formed on the flat part of the electrode surface growing inside the diffusion layer should be larger than the corresponding limiting diffusion current density [27] . Hence,
the protrusion grows as a dendrite. In accordance with Eq. (2.34), instantaneous dendrite growth is possible at overpotentials larger than some critical value,  c , which can be derived from Eq. (2.32) as shown in [2, 7] In fact, dendrite propagation under such conditions is under diffusion and surface energy control and  c is then given by [18, 27] :
where is the interfacial energy between metal and solution and V is the molar volume of the metal, and minimum overpotential at which dendritic growth is still possible,  i is given by:
Hence, a critical overpotential for initiation dendritic growth is also expected in such cases, being of the order of few millivolts [2, 7, 27] .
Determination of
The dendritic growth starts at overpotentials larger than the one which corresponds to the beginning of the limiting diffusion current density plateau [2, 7] .
There is an induction period before the initiation of dendritic growth [18] . During this induction period, dendrite precursors are formed and become sufficiently high to satisfy Eq. (2.35) at a given overpotential.
The initiation of dendritic growth is followed by a change in the slope of the current density-time curves [2, 4, 7] , indicating a change in the growth mechanism of the deposit.
The slopes of these dependences are similar to each other and independent of the deposition overpotential during the non-dendritic amplification of the surface-coarsening [2] .
The change of the slope of the current-time dependences due to the dendritic growth initiation will be treated here in somewhat simplified way.
The limiting diffusion current density to the elevated points of a surface protrusion, j L,e , is given by:
to the flat part of the electrode. The limiting diffusion current density will then be given by Hence, the maximum overpotential at which the slope of the apparent current density-time dependence remains constant and equal to that in non-dendritic amplification of the surfaceroughness corresponds to  i . The minimum overpotential at which this slope cannot be recorded corresponds to  c .
In this way  i and  c can be estimated. It is known that the j-t dependences are different from case to case owing to different mechanisms of dendritic growth initiation and dendritic growth [2] . As a result of this, the analytical approach to the determination of  i and  c must be specific for each system under consideration; the procedure for one particular case is as follows.
Typical log (current)-time dependences obtained for copper deposition from 0.20 M CuSO 4 in 0.50 M H 2 SO 4 at overpotentials belonging to the limiting diffusion current plateau are shown in Fig.  2 . According to the above discussion, it is clear that the intersection points of the two linear dependencies determines the induction time of dendritic growth initiation [27] .
The induction times for dendritic growth initiation extracted from the graphs in Fig. 2 can be presented as a function of overpotential, and the critical overpotential for instantaneous dendritic growth can be obtained by extrapolation to zero induction time.
The critical overpotential of dendritic growth initiation can be determined by plotting the logarithm of the slopes of the straight lines from [11] ).
The  i and  c of 260 mV and 660 mV for copper deposition (lower j 0 value) and 27 mV and 110 mV for cadmium deposition (larger j 0 value), are successfully determined using the above given procedure. The schematic presentation of cross sections of the copper and cadmium deposits obtained at <  i ,  i <  <  c , and  >  c are schematically presented in Figs. 3 and 4 , respectively. It can be seen that there is no dendrite formation when  <  i , both compact and dendritic deposits are formed when  i <  <  c and only dendritic metal is deposited when  >  c . This is in perfect agreement with findings of Calusaru [28] for the morphology of deposits of the same metals deposited at overpotentials corresponding to full diffusion control. It is known [6] that, apart from decreasing the concentration of the depositing ion, the formation of a dendritic deposit can also be enhanced by increasing the concentration of the supporting electrolyte, increasing the viscosity of the solution, decreasing the temperature, and decreasing the velocity of motion of the solution. Practically, all the above facts can be explained by Eqs. (2.36) and (2.38), assuming that a decrease in  i means enhanced dendrite formation because of the lower electrical work required to produce the dendrites. The possibility of obtaining dendrites of Pb [29] and Sn [30] from aqueous solutions at lower overpotentials than required for the formation of dendrites of Ag from aqueous solutions can also be explained by Eq. (2.40) owing to the much lower melting points of these metals, i.e., their lower surface energy at room temperature. Dendrites of silver can be obtained from molten salts at overpotentials of a few millivolts [18] , as in the case of Pb and Sn deposition from aqueous solutions [29, 30] , because the difference between the melting point of silver and the working temperature for deposition from molten salts is not very different from the difference between the melting point of lead or tin and room temperature. On the other hand, dendrites grow from screw dislocation and nuclei of higher indices or twinned ones only [2, 4, 7] . The probability of formation of such nuclei increases with increasing overpotential [31] and  i , can also be defined as the overpotential at which they are formed. Regardless of this, Eqs. (2.36), (2.38) and (2.40) illustrate well the effect of different parameters on the initiation of dendritic growth.
It is obvious that the electrochemical conditions, as well as the crystallographic ones, under which dendritic deposits are formed can be precisely determined. One problem that still seems to remain unsolved is the question what causes the dendrite precursors to appear at regularly spaced locations along the dendrite stem. Further investigations in this direction are necessary.
